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Here is a round up of the recent CFConversation podcasts that spotlight the 
CFUnited conference, sessions, and speakers. Big thanks to Brian Meloche for 
doing such an awesome job of organizing and hosting the podcasts!

 - this episode in the Speakers of CFUnited series features Barney Barney Boisvert
Boisvert. This is a great episode, which was recorded on Day 2 of CFObjective in 
May. Barney talks about his session, CFGroovy - Groovy for the CFML 
Developer, which he's doing Thursday at 4:45pm at CFUnited. Of course, that 
means he talks about Groovy and why he uses it with CF. We also talk about 
Hibernate, Grails, Fusebox and his mini Fusebox-inspired framework called 
FB3Lite.

 - The new venue for CFUnited this year, Stellr, the CFUnited 2009 Day 2, Part 1
day 1 keynotes from Liz Frederick and Adobe, day 1 sessions, birds of a feather 
and hints at several other things that we dive deeper into in part 2. On the 
roundtable panel: Brian Meloche, John Mason, Timothy Farrar, John Farrar, Anita 
Neal, and Jason Dean

 - Covering a lot of stuff, including things both at the CFUnited 2009 Day 2, Part 2
conference and other things to think about. Joe Reinhart's inspiring day 2 keynote 
that prominently featured Todd Sharp's Slide Six site as an example of sites CF 
developers should aspire to build rather than oldschool CF CRUD-style apps that 
ColdFusion no longer has the same advantages it historically had over other 
languages.We discuss some of the interesting day 2 sessions we attended. Janine 
Driver, Mark Phillips, Charlie Arehart, Mike Brunt, Adam Haskell and Barney 
Boisvert were singled out as speakers with interesting talks. Lastly, some of the 
demo derby apps were discussed, as the two Johns and Timothy are each 
competing in the derby.

http://www.cfconversations.com/index.cfm/2009/8/12/CFConversations-35-Interview-24--Barney-Boisvert
http://www.cfconversations.com/index.cfm/2009/8/14/CFConversations-36-Roundtable-12--CFUnited-Day-2-Part-1
http://www.cfconversations.com/index.cfm/2009/8/14/CFConversations-37-Roundtable-13--CFUnited-2009-Day-2-Part-2
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- Lawrence is speaking (in one hour! - apologies to all) on Real Lawrence Cramer 
World eCommerce with ColdFusion, and he talks about his presentation. He also 
talks about how he got started in Dreamweaver and later ColdFusion, ColdFusion 9
/ColdFusion Builder (still code named, at the time) and some other projects.

 - a post-CFUnited 2009 Post-CFUnited 2009: Wrap-up, Withdrawal & Fallout
"wrap-up fallout" roundtable, where we review the conference as a whole, "post-
conference withdrawal and fallout" of things that both happened and what didn't 
happen during the conference. On this roundtable, we have: Brian Meloche, Adam 
Haskell, Dan Wilson, John Farrar, and Mark Mandel

http://www.cfconversations.com/index.cfm/2009/8/17/CFConversations-34-Interview-23--Lawrence-Cramer
http://www.cfconversations.com/index.cfm/2009/8/31/CFConversations-38-Roundtable-14--PostCFUnited-2009-Wrapup-Withdrawal--Fallout

